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her bairndime of the giants; but in the after 1airn-time of

merely tall en, her children were quite as tall as any of their

contemporaries.

Be this as it may, however, it is unquestionable that Erig.
land has produced an order of intellect to which Scotland has

not attained; and it does strike as at least curious, in connec

tion with the fact that the English, notwithstanding, should as

a people stand on a lower intellectual level than the Scotch.

I have had better opportunities of knowing the common people
of Scotland than most men; I have lived among them for the

greater part of my life, and I belong to them; and when in

England, I made it my business to see as much as possible of

the common English people. I conversed with them south

and north, and. found them extremely ready
- for, as I have

already had occasion to remark, they are much franker than

the Scotch - to exhibit themselves unbidden. And 1 have no

hesitation in affirming, that their minds lie much more pro

foundly asleep than those of the common people of Scotland.

We have no class north of the Tweed that corresponds with

the class of ruddy, round-faced, vacant English, so abundant

in the rural districts, and whose very physiognomy, derived

during the course of centuries from untaught ancestors, mdi.

cates intellect yet unawakeneci. The reflective habits of the

Scottish people have set their stamp on the national counte..

nance. What strikes the Scotch traveller in this unawakened,

class of the English, is their want of curiosity regarding the

unexciting and the unexaggerated,
-

things so much on the

ordinary level as to be neither prodigies nor shows. Let him

travel into the rural districts of the Scotch Highlands, and he

will find the inquisitive element all in a state of ferment

regarding himself. He finds every Highlander he meets adroit

of fence, in planting upon him as many queries as can possibly
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